
throughout most of the cruise. The almost com-
plete absence of minke whales was a disappoint-
ment, as the ship's track had been planned to tra-
verse waters believed to be frequented by minkes
at the time of the cruise. The absence of minkes
indicates that current ideas of the seasonal distri-
bution of these whales must be refined.

The cruise constituted an important U.S. contri-
bution to the International Decade of Cetacean
Research of the International Whaling Commis-
sion.

The master of RIV Hero, Pieter Lenie, and his
crew provided excellent assistance to our program.
This research was supported by National Science
Foundation grants DPP 75-19724 and DPP 75-
19221, and by Environment Canada.
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Southern elephant seals, Mirounga leonina, are
circumpolar in distribution. All their breeding lo-
calities, primarily subantarctic islands, as well as all
sightings have been summarized by Erickson and
Hofman (1974: plate 7*). The southernmost rec-
ords are from McMurdo Sound or nearby points
on Ross Island (Golden, 1974, in Erickson and Hof-
man, 1974; Kooyman, 1964; Schlatter and Sladen,
1971; Wilson, 1907). These records were of five im-
mature seals and one adult male, the latter collected
in January 1904 at Cape Royds (77°33'S.) (Wilson,
1907).

At least one subadult male (figure 1), estimated

*The reference for record number 298 of M. leonina from the
Ross Sea is incorrect. It deals only with Beauchene Island, which
is south of the Falkland Islands (Islas Malvinas).

September 1976
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Figure 1. Subadult elephant seal present at Cape Crozier on
18-21 December 1974 and on 18-27 January 1975.

to be 5 to 6 years of age based on size and mor-
phology, was observed in the Ross Island vicinity
during the 1974-1975 austral summer. It was at
Cape Crozier (77°31'S.) 18 to 21 December 1974,
disappeared for a time, and was next seen 18 to 27
January 1975. When observations were discon-
tinued on the latter date it had not begun its an-
nual molt. Possibly two different animals occurred,
but we believe it was the same animal during both

Janet L Boyd

Figure 2. Adult male elephant seal present near Scott Base
and McMurdo Station on 10-18 February 1975.
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periods. This represents the fourth elephant seal
recorded for Crozier during 12 recent austral sum-
mers when biologists were present for extended
periods (1961-1962 to 1970-1971, 1974-1975, and
1975-1976; see references above). During the same
summer, on about 10 February 1975, two other
males hauled out on the opposite (south) side of
Ross Island, about 0.5 kilometer south of Scott Base
(77°5 1'S.). Based on morphology, particularly the
presence of well developed chest shields (figure 2),
these animals were approaching or had already
reached adulthood. They had not yet begun their
molt. One of the two, which measured 4.5 meters,
remained in the Scott Base and nearby McMurdo
Station area until 18 February.

The elephant seal breeding locality nearest Ross
Island is MacQuarie Island, approximately 2,400
kilometers to the northwest, where mature males
begin their molt in late January or February (Car-
rick and Ingham, 1962). The complete moulting
process takes about 18 days, and individual seals
haul out for up to 2 weeks before molt and 3 weeks
after (Carrick and Ingham, 1962).

We thank Daniel H. Morton, III, Robert Boyd,
and Janet L. Boyd for their observations and photo-
graphs of the seals at Scott Base. This is contribu-
tion 132 of the Point Reyes Bird Observatory.
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Lake Bonney ecosystem:
mathematical model
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After three field seasons of research at Lake
Bonney (77°43'S. 162°25'E.) (figure 1), Taylor
Valley, we have produced a data base that, although
still lacking in some areas, will provide a reason-
ably solid basis for testing our mathematical models
during the coming year. Among the more interest-
ing findings during our investigation of the Lake
Bonney ecosystem are:

(1) discovery, characterization, and measure-
ment of photosynthesis of an extensive algal mat
community in the east lobe of the lake;

(2) indirect evidence suggesting that cobalt and
phosphorus deficiency or toxic levels of boron may
limit growth of the microbial communities;

(3) phytoplankton algal counts and productivity
rates significantly higher than those of earlier
studies;

(4) among the planktonic heterotrophs, yeasts
dominate during the early austral summer, then
give way to bacteria, which dominate during the
summer peak;

(5) more than 40 species or genera of algae are
known to occur in the lake and its associated glacial
melt streams;

(6) evidence of springs or underground water
entering the east lobe during two consecutive aus-
tral summers;

(7) discovery and characterization of dihydroha-
lite at the bottom of the east lobe of the lake.

The scenario for Lake Bonney's austral summer
begins with increasing solar radiation, producing
a November peak in primary productivity. The in-
crease in photosynthesis begins immediately below
the 4 meters of clear ice and progresses to a depth
of about 12 meters. A productivity peak subsides
in early December, presumably in response to nu-
trient depletion. As solar radiation continues to
increase, glaciers melt. The Sollas and Lacroix gla-
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